
i-scrub 30EM

Orbital power
without  
sideforce



Advanced orbital  
technology

Single-disc scrubbing has never looked so good.  

Advanced orbital technology is based on  

175 RPM which simulates an orbital movement 

with no sideforces, so everybody can operate it 

without training. With a detachable power cord 

and all of the controls inside of the head,  

the i-scrub 30EM is a nifty machine with a lot  

of power. With the water tank on top, you can mix 

your chemicals to perfection. And to prevent  

damages to furniture and walls, we’ve created  

a rubber bumper for you to work freely!



Key 
features

Centralized controls

Centralized controls are located in 
the head of the machine. All of your 
actions, switches and controls are 
within the reach of your fingertips. 

Detachable solution tank

The solution tank is easily detached 
with a single movement. This makes 
it easy to fill, refill and clean the tank 

while on the job.

Closed off cover

The closed off cover design protects 
the engine from exposure to water.  

It also adds an extra protective layer 
to the i-scrub 30EM.

Aluminum diecast

Heavy grade aluminum 
diecast housing adds resistance  

and weight to the machine, 
 adding to the high brush pressure, 

to clean more in less time.

Soft grips

The soft grips of the machine create a 
sense and feel of superb control and 

excellent ergonomics for the user.
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Technical specifications 
 
 

Application Outdoor use in dry weather conditions.   
 Hard and soft surfaces. 

Brush speed  175 RPM / 2000 RPM orbital movement

Effective area of operation 39 cm ø

Size machine (l x w x h)  128 x 37.5 x 27 cm

Weight of product 13 kg

Weight in box 17 kg

Cable length  1000 cm

Clean water tank 1.7 L

Material machine Zinc Alloy, Aluminium, ABS

Voltage & frequency Available in 110, 115, 230, 240 V

Motor power 250 W

Sound level 50 dBA

Every floor 
perfectly scrubbed 

Scrub any surface to perfection with different pads  
and fittings for the orbital movement. Consult the i-team 
for any advice on your cleaning needs.
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